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GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

FOUR PERSPECTIVES: 

���� What I’m required to do    ���� Responsibilities in my position     

���� How I am protected           ���� Obligation to Coworkers 

Employees are required to report 
violations they know of to either 
the unit head or the HRM Office. 

Retaliation is always prohibited! 

AgCenter policies can be found at http://www.lsuagcenter.com.  Go to About Us in the upper right hand menu, 
then select Vice President’s Office, then select Policy Statements on the right hand sidebar. 

 
EEO REQUIREMENTS 
 
1. Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 makes it unlawful to discriminate or base employment decisions on an 

individual’s race, color, religion, sex, or national origin.   
2. Sexual harassment is harassment on the basis of sex and is a violation of Title VII. 
3. The Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967, as amended, makes it unlawful to discriminate or base 

employment decisions on an individual’s age if the individual is 40 years or older.  It is also unlawful to give 
preference because of age to one person over another within the protected group (e.g., giving preference to a 42-
year old over a 60-year old).  In contrast to most other EEO laws, a jury trial is available. 

4. The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) is designed to remove barriers which prevent qualified individuals with 
disabilities from enjoying the same employment opportunities and program services that are available to persons 
without disabilities.  

5. Title VII requires reasonable accommodations for individual religious practices and beliefs.  Examples of 
accommodations are flextime; floating holidays; permitting employees to make up time lost due to religious 
observance; voluntary changes in assignments; modifying workplace practices or procedures. 

6. Other regulations prohibit discrimination on the basis of marital status, sexual orientation, creed, age, mental or 
physical disability, or veteran’s status. 

7. The AgCenter also must provide its programs and services in a manner that is not discriminatory. 
8. AgCenter PS-23 expresses the AgCenter’s commitment to equal opportunity.  The AgCenter’s intranet includes an 

EEO web site at http://lsuagcenter.net/eeoaa/. 
9. Members of the public who would like assistance with an AgCenter employment, program or service issue involving 

the above issues or who wish to file a related complaint should contact the HRM Office at 225/578-2258.  They may 
also contact the Vice President for Agriculture, the appropriate program leader, or for 4H matters, the 4H department 
head or associate department head. 

 
SEXUAL HARASSMENT 
 
1. Sexual harassment is defined as unwelcome verbal or physical behavior of a sexual nature.  It includes both 

quid pro quo and hostile environment forms. 
2. Quid pro quo sexual harassment involves situations where unwelcome sexual advances and requests are made 

explicitly or implicitly a term or condition of an individual’s employment and the individual’s submission or rejection is 
used as a basis for employment decisions. 

3. Hostile environment sexual harassment is unwelcome verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature which has 
the purpose or effect of unreasonably interfering with an individual’s work performance or creating an intimidating, 
hostile, or offensive working environment.  Examples include: 

⌧⌧⌧⌧ unwelcome touching or suggestive comments 
⌧⌧⌧⌧ offensive language, display of sexually oriented materials, obscene gestures 
⌧⌧⌧⌧ similar sexually oriented behavior of an intimidating or demeaning nature 

4. Remember that sexual harassment can involve AgCenter employees, clientele, volunteers, business associates or 
members of the general public who are involved with the AgCenter in connection with a program or with an 
AgCenter business or administrative matter. 

5. AgCenter PS-19 contains resolution procedures. 

6. All employees must complete annual training on sexual harassment. The current training may be accessed at: 

https://forms.lsuagcenter.net/  and sign in. The dashboard appears. Find the “Forms by Category” section. To 
complete or certify that you have completed the Preventing Sexual Harassment Training for the calendar year, click 
the Preventing Sexual Harassment Training Compliance Agreement. Follow the instructions on the form. 

 
 
AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT (ADA) 
 
1. The ADA requires employers to make reasonable accommodations to qualified individuals who can perform the 

essential duties of the job in question with or without accommodation.  Programs and services must be provided to 
persons with disabilities.  Contact the HRM Office if assistance is needed with accommodations.   

2. Remember that materials for events should always include a statement providing the person to contact if an 
accommodation is needed and the date by which such contact should be made. 
 

VIOLENCE-FREE WORKPLACE 

 
All state agencies, including universities, must have a Violence-Free Workplace plan and policy.  The purpose is to 
heighten awareness of potentially violent situations in the workplace, prohibit violent behavior, and take steps to reduce 
the potential for violent incidents. 
 
1. Employees must report violent incidents to the unit head or his/her designee. 
2. Serious incidents or concerns should be reported by the unit head to the AgCenter HRM Office.  Employees are 

strongly encouraged to report concerns about domestic/partner violence. 
3. Examples of violent behavior include:   



⌧⌧⌧⌧ unwelcome name-calling, obscene language, and other abusive behavior 
⌧⌧⌧⌧ intimidation through direct or veiled verbal threats 
⌧⌧⌧⌧ physically touching another employee in an intimidating, malicious, or sexually harassing manner, including 

such acts as hitting, slapping, poking, kicking, pinching, grabbing, and pushing; and 
⌧⌧⌧⌧ physically intimidating others including such acts as obscene gestures, getting in your face, fist-shaking, and 

throwing any object 
4. AgCenter PS-15 contains detailed procedures. 
 

DRUG AND ALCOHOL FREE WORKPLACE 
 
1. The unlawful manufacture, distribution, dispensation, possession or use of a controlled substance in the workplace 

is prohibited as is the illegal possession and/or consumption of alcohol.  Alcohol is prohibited in the workplace 
except as approved by the Vice President. 

2. In accordance with system policy, employees are subject to drug-testing at any time. 
3. Violations of AgCenter PS-18, Illegal Use of Drugs or Alcohol,   must be reported to the HRM Office. 
4. An employee charged with a DUI must immediately report this to the supervisor.  Employees are prohibited from 

driving in the course and scope of employment without a valid driver’s license.  Employees must report all moving 
violations to their supervisor. 

 
OCCUPATIONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL SAFETY 
 
1. AgCenter PS-33 states the AgCenter’s commitment to the health and safety of all employees, students, and visitors.  

Guidelines of the AgCenter’s Safety Program must be followed at all times. 
2. Each and every employee is responsible for his/her own safety and for promoting the safety of his/her co-workers.   
3. Employees are not to perform a job or action for which they do not have sufficient training or experience to perform 

safely, nor shall they have or require others to perform such jobs. 
 
 

WORKER’S COMPENSATION 
 
All injuries must be promptly reported, regardless of the severity and regardless of whether medical treatment is required 
or anticipated.  Supervisors must report injuries to the unit’s administrative office so they can prepare the necessary 
reports and forward to the HRM Office.  Employees on leave due to a job related injury must maintain contact with their 
supervisor as well as their assigned auditor at FARA/Office of Risk Management. 
 
ETHICS TRAINING 
 
All employees must complete annual training on the state’s ethics code.  Access the training at:  
http://ethics.la.gov/SeminarRegistration/. 
 
 

GRIEVANCES AND CIVIL SERVICE APPEALS 
 
1. AgCenter PS-20 establishes the AgCenter’s grievance procedure.  It is available to all employees of the Ag Center 

including academic, unclassified, classified, students, transients, and graduate assistants. 
2. The grievance procedure is a process with up to four levels in which the grievant presents the complaint and 

requested remedy to their immediate supervisor and if dissatisfied with the response, proceeds to the next 
administrative level. 

3. There are strict timeframes for filing complaints and moving through the process.  The Vice President makes the 
final decision or may refer the matter to a panel. 

4. Classified employees may also file an appeal with the Civil Service Commission for certain issues such as 
disciplinary actions (suspensions, pay reductions, dismissals, etc.); some forms of discrimination; certain 
performance evaluation ratings;  and alleged violations of Civil Service Law or a Civil Service Rule. 

5. The grievance procedure does not replace the appeals process for classified employees and filing a grievance does 
not extend the time limits established for Civil Service appeal. 

6. Civil Service appeals generally must be filed within 30 days of the date the employee knew of the action being 
complained of.  Chapter 13 of the Civil Service Rules governs appeals. 

 
 

THE FAMILY AND MEDICAL LEAVE ACT (FMLA) 
 
1. The FMLA refers to an eligible employee’s right to be absent from work for a qualifying event.  It is not a 

separate kind of leave.  The employee must be on the appropriate university leave - annual, sick or leave without 
pay.   

���� eligible employee - employed by the State at least 12 months (includes prior service) and has worked 1250 
hours in the last 12 months. 

���� qualifying event – employee’s serious illness; the need to care for employee’s seriously ill child, parent or 
spouse; pregnancy/pre-natal care; care for a newborn (including newly placed foster or adopted child). 

���� period - up to 12 weeks in a 12-month period, consecutively or intermittently, except intermittent leave may 
not apply to care for a new child.   

2. FMLA Military Caregiver Leave is also available to care for covered service members. 
3. Employees on FMLA-covered leave without pay continue to have the employer portion of their medical insurance 

premiums paid. 
4. An FMLA notification form, containing additional details, can be found at: 

http://lsuagcenter.net/hrm/Documents/MedNot.pdf. 
 
HRM CONTACT INFORMATION:  Address: 103 Efferson Hall,110 LSU Union Square, LSU AgCenter, Baton Rouge, LA 70803 

    Telephone: 225/578-2258;   FAX:   225/578-8284 
    Website: www.lsuagcenter.com; www.lsuagcenter.net 
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